Filter-based multiscale entropy analysis of complex physiological time series.
Multiscale entropy (MSE) has been widely and successfully used in analyzing the complexity of physiological time series. We reinterpret the averaging process in MSE as filtering a time series by a filter of a piecewise constant type. From this viewpoint, we introduce filter-based multiscale entropy (FME), which filters a time series to generate multiple frequency components, and then we compute the blockwise entropy of the resulting components. By choosing filters adapted to the feature of a given time series, FME is able to better capture its multiscale information and to provide more flexibility for studying its complexity. Motivated by the heart rate turbulence theory, which suggests that the human heartbeat interval time series can be described in piecewise linear patterns, we propose piecewise linear filter multiscale entropy (PLFME) for the complexity analysis of the time series. Numerical results from PLFME are more robust to data of various lengths than those from MSE. The numerical performance of the adaptive piecewise constant filter multiscale entropy without prior information is comparable to that of PLFME, whose design takes prior information into account.